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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

Nowadays universities strive to continuously enhance their educational programs to improve both the quality and quantity of their graduates. This is a sensitive problem, especially for Italian universities where only 30\% of the students enrolled at the university succeed in graduating within a year after the normal duration of the study plan. Over the last few years, the Italian Ministry of University and Education has introduced several indicators to assess students’ careers and help universities identify possible criticality in their study programs. However, these indicators only provide a high-level overview of the graduation process without providing insights into students’ failure. To address this issue, in this work, we propose to model a study program as a process and exploit process analysis techniques to assess students’ performance. These techniques allow delving into students’ careers, thus enabling the investigation of their failures and delays. The findings obtained by applying our approach to the Bachelor program of an Italian university allowed us to determine common bottlenecks that seem to have an impact on students’ graduation time. Moreover, we were able to determine and compare the career paths of successful and late students. The insights gathered by our analysis can be used to support university personnel in delving into factors causing some exams to be a bottleneck, as well as to determine potential improvements in the overall curricula.

1. Introduction

Stumbling blocks encountered by students during their university careers are a major challenge of high-level education, as they are the main cause of delayed graduation. This phenomenon is particularly critical for Italian universities, as reported in Aina and Pastore (2020), as around 40\% of the students fail to complete their studies and only 30\% graduate within a year after the normal duration of their study plan. The main causes are linked to: (i) the traditional choice of universities to define unconstrained paths for students, which is too free and, given that there are no constraints on when to take exams, means that exams can be taken without having taken first the suggested exams, and (ii) the uneven preparations of the students, due to the lack of entrance tests in many universities. In such a context, it is crucial for universities to have tools and metrics to identify possible causes of students’ failures. In recent years, the Italian Ministry of University and Education proposed the AVA (ita: Autovalutazione - Valutazione - Accreditamento, eng: Self-assessment - Evaluation - Accreditation) system\textsuperscript{1} for the improvement of Italian teaching, which provides planning and evaluation sheets for teaching activities, as well as standard indicators for evaluation. The AVA system has the aim of assessing students’ careers in Italian universities and highlighting critical situations. Some examples are the percentage of students who acquire a given number of academic credits within the first year of enrollment, the percentage of students who complete their studies within the predefined time window, the percentage of students who quit their studies, and so on (see Agenzia Nazionale di Valutazione del Sistema Universitario e della Ricerca, 2021 for a complete list of indicators). Although these indicators provide universities with useful insights into students’ academic performances, they provide a high-level, aggregated view of students’ behavior, which provides little support in identifying the causes of students’ failures and delays and, hence, in determining possible strategies to solve them. To identify courses representing potential blocks for students, one has to delve more into how students proceed during their studies, i.e. whether they are actually able to take their courses in the expected time window.
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In the last decade, there has been an increasing interest towards Educational Data Mining techniques aimed at analyzing data generated during students’ educational processes to gain insights into students’ learning behaviors, with the aim of, for instance, determining factors affecting whether the students complete their studies (e.g., students’ gender, background, average grades), or providing tailored recommendations to students or teachers to improve the effectiveness of a given learning process (Peña-Ayala, 2014; Sanjeev & Zytkow, 1995).

In this work, we aim to provide universities with a tool to investigate students’ performance and gain useful insights into which courses represent a block for students. In particular, we implement principles of the EDM discipline in a real case study, i.e. students from a Bachelor program at an Italian University, to determine bottlenecks affecting students’ performance in terms of time needed to complete a graduate program. In particular, our analysis belongs to the so-called “curriculum mining” branch of EDM, whose goal consists in analyzing data related to students’ careers, i.e. the sequence of registrations of credits-bearing activities by the university in the transcript of records of individual students, to determine valuable insights on the curricula chosen by students. We adopt a process perspective to model a study program and students’ careers. We model the “ideal” career (hereafter referred to as the “manifesto”), i.e. the order in which students are supposed to take the exams according to the study program, as a process; the careers of individual students are modeled as process instances. Based on this representation, we investigate the application of process mining principles to detect possible bottlenecks in students’ paths and identify root causes of delays. Process mining aims to explore logs recording process executions to distill valuable knowledge about the corresponding process (van der Aalst, 2011) and has been recently applied to facilitate the understanding of educational processes (Bogarín et al., 2018). We apply process mining techniques to identify typical students’ careers and assess their adherence to the manifesto, which is supposed to help students acquire the knowledge necessary to complete their studies step-by-step successfully. The results show that careers compliant with the manifesto are more likely to be associated with successful students (i.e., students that graduate within one year after the end of the degree program). Therefore, the most frequent stumbling blocks for students are caused by the non-compliance of their careers to the manifesto, in the sense that taking an exam before having taken the exams suggested before it (e.g., Calculus II before Calculus I) involves greater difficulty in understanding the subject and, consequently, in passing the exam. As a consequence, comparing the actual students’ careers with the manifesto allows us to identify discrepancies that can point out possible problems encountered by students. Such findings can help universities implement a career monitoring system to evaluate the implemented improvement tasks and support students during their careers. The study also outlined the need for additional class hours for the courses that resulted in being more difficult for students and helped the university define new teaching programs.

Outline. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents motivations for our work and introduces the case study. Section 3 describes the procedure and techniques we applied to our case studies. Section 4 discusses the results of our experiments. Finally, Section 5 discusses related work, and Section 6 draws some conclusions and directions for future work.

2. Motivations

The Italian Ministry of Education, Universities and Research requires Italian universities to assess the quality of their education on a yearly basis by means of a set of indicators (Agenzia Nazionale di Valutazione del Sistema Universitario e della Ricerca, 2021; Ministero dell’Università e della Ricerca, 2019) that are part of the AVA system. In this work, we focus on the indicators commonly used to evaluate the output of universities in terms of students’ careers. The Ministry distinguishes three main classes of students’ careers:

- Successes: career of students that successfully graduated within one year after the end of the degree program (Indicator iC17)
- EarlyFailures: career of students that dropped off the degree program within the first year (Indicator iC14)
- LateFailures: career of students that dropped off the program within one year after the end of the degree program excluding early failures (Indicator iC24 minus iC14)

Note that these indicators do not completely describe the entire student population. There might be students that take more than one additional year to graduate or students that drop out after the fourth year. However, they are considered of less interest by university stakeholders.

While the indicators above provide universities with a means to evaluate their education system, they do not provide insights into the root causes of students’ failures and delays. To this end, universities often perform an internal assessment of their study programs to identify possible blocks for students and, thus, carry out countermeasures to improve their study programs. This evaluation is typically exam-driven. In particular, students’ performance for a given academic year is assessed by computing the percentage of exams successfully passed by students in that year.

Next, we illustrate the indicator-based and exam-based analysis using a Bachelor program at an Italian University as a case study. Note that, in our analysis, we only consider mandatory courses. This is motivated by the fact that these are typically the most critical exams in a study program. Indeed, students are required to pass them in order to graduate, and failing them has likely a negative impact on their careers. Moreover, focusing on mandatory courses allows us to analyze students’ careers with respect to exactly the same paths, ensuring a fair comparison between exams and between student groups.

2.1. Case study

For our study, we consider a 3-year Bachelor Degree program from an Italian university. Fig. 1 shows the manifesto of the study program. Due to privacy reasons, data are anonymized using the following convention: XY_Z, where X is a progressive capital letter identifying the course name, Y represents the year, and Z the semester. For courses that are the continuation of other courses, such as Calculus I and Calculus II, we added the ‘b’ suffix to the second course. It is worth noting that each academic year is divided into two semesters and that mandatory courses are only related to the first two years.

Table 1 shows the indicators computed for the program for students enrolled from academic years 2011–2012 to 2014–2015, on the basis of data extracted in December 2022. Hereafter, for the purpose of this study, we consider only students who successfully graduated or dropped out of the degree program. Indicators score similarly for the different academic years, with some peaks as regards success students in 2013 and early failure students in 2012 and 2014. Table 2 shows students’ performance for academic years from 2011–2012 to 2014–2015. The worst performance values (i.e., success ratio below 50%) are highlighted in bold. Students seem to encounter challenging exams already in the first year. The average success ratio for first-year courses in 2011 is 43.07%; also, three courses out of seven seem to represent a potential block, i.e. “A1_1”, “A1_2_b”, “C1_2_b”. An overall improvement can be observed for first-year courses in the academic year 2012–2013; the average success ratio is 48.81% with two potential blocks, although with better results compared to the ones observed in 2011–2012. Performance looks much worse for second-year courses: with the exception of “F2_1” and “H2_1”, all exams achieved a success ratio below 50%. In 2013–2014, results look quite close to those obtained in 2012–2013, with the difference that in this year also “A1_1” has a success ratio below 50% and, on the opposite, “M2_2” registered a significant improvement. Similar results were also obtained in 2014–2015.

The analysis of the Bachelor program shows an overall improvement in students’ performance over the years. This might be due to several
3. Methodology

In this work, we aim to provide universities with a tool to investigate students’ performance and gain useful insights into which courses represent a block for students. In particular, we aim to answer the following research questions:

Q1: What are the common bottlenecks in students’ careers?
Q2: What is the actual students’ career?
Q3: To what extent does the adherence of students to the manifesto impact their performance?
Q4: What are the main differences between the careers of success and late-failure students?

To be able to answer such questions, we have to shift the focus of the analysis from exams, as currently done by Italian universities, to students’ careers. A key to enabling the analysis of students’ careers is to take into account the academic year in which students enrolled in a study program. This allows us to understand the order in which students typically give their exams and grasp useful insights on critical issues and blocks, which would otherwise remain hidden when analyzing the indicators proposed to assess the quality of education or using an exam-based analysis (see Section 2).

In the remainder of the section, we present the datasets used for our analysis and the methodology adopted to answer the questions above.

3.1. Datasets

For our analysis, we extracted data concerning students’ careers and, in particular, student enrollment and exam registration from...
ESSE3. ESSE3 is a software suite widely used by Italian universities to provide online educational services to students and staff. For each student, we extracted the ID (after proper anonymization), the enrollment year, and the graduation or withdrawal year, when available (at the time of data extraction many students were still enrolled in the study program). Then, for each student, we extracted the set of exams she took, each described by the exam name, the scheduled year, the scheduled semester, and the date on which the student passed the exam.

A preliminary analysis of the gathered datasets revealed that some students graduated without meeting the study program’s requirements. For instance, 16 students present some anomalies in their careers. Specifically, some exams were recorded before the students could have followed the corresponding course, according to the enrollment year. These situations likely represent students who moved from a different study program at the same university or from another university. We removed those students from our datasets as they are not representative for our analysis.

3.2. Approach

To answer the research questions posed above, we take advantage of recent developments in the field of process mining. Process mining is a broad discipline that encompasses a plethora of techniques to turn data stored in an information system into valuable insights on the underlying processes (van der Aalst, 2011). Roughly speaking, a process consists of a set of activities that have to be performed by some actors to reach a certain goal. A process instance (also called case) is a specific execution of the process, recorded by an information system in an event log in the form of traces, i.e. sequences of events recording the execution of activities in their order of occurrence.

In our context, we model the manifesto of a study program as a process where activities correspond to the courses that students have to take in order to successfully complete their studies (cf. Fig. 1). Students’ careers, representing the set of exams taken by a student, are modeled as process instances. To this end, we need to move from the relational model in which data are stored in ESSE3 to an event log. Accordingly, we extracted information related to exams taken by each student and we used the student ID as the case ID. The registration date of the exams was used to determine the order of events in each trace. We also added two artificial events to each trace to represent the beginning (START) and the end (END) of the trace. Moreover, we added to each trace four artificial events to represent: (i) the end of the first semester, (ii) the end of the first year, (iii) the end of the third semester, and (iv) the end of the second year. These events are needed to add a temporal dimension to the models extracted in the career analysis (see below) and, thus, enable more accurate analysis.

In the remainder of the section, we present the approach used to answer research questions from Q1 to Q3. In particular, we identify three different phases, as shown in Fig. 2. Each related to a different research question: Delay Analysis, Career Analysis, Compliance Analysis. The first step is independent from the others, while the second and the third steps are subsequent. We address these questions for (i) the entire set of students, (ii) success students, and (iii) late-failure students. This distinction allows us to address the research question Q4. Note that our analysis ignores the actual “effort” of individual courses (usually expressed in ECTS). We leave the analysis of students’ careers based on ETCS for future work.

3.2.1. Delay analysis

A goal of our analysis is to identify which exams represent a block for students (Q1). To this end, we investigate whether students take their courses as expected. More precisely, for each course, we identify the students that took the exam within the same academic year in which they followed the course (hereafter referred to as on-time students). We also calculate the average time (expressed in days) required by students to pass the exam from the end of the semester in which the course was taught. In our analysis, we have considered January 1st as the end of the first semester and June 1st as the end of the second semester.

It is worth noting that this analysis is similar to the exam-based analysis described in Section 2. However, there are significant differences between the two analysis. While the exam-based analysis in Section 2 focuses on the exams taken by all students (regardless of the enrollment year), here the analysis focuses on the exam taken by students enrolled in a certain academic year. We argue that this shift of focus provides more accurate insights on possible blocks for students. In fact, this analysis makes it possible to spot the courses characterized by a low percentage of on-time students. Note that determining which percentage should be considered “low” depends on the context of the analysis. In this work, we set the threshold to 50%, i.e. all exams that were delayed by more than half of the target student group, are considered potential blocks.

3.2.2. Career analysis

The delay analysis provides an overview of students’ performance with respect to single exams. The goal of the career analysis is to identify the actual students’ careers (Q2), taking into account the order in which exams were taken by students. In particular, we apply process discovery to mine a process model representing the typical careers of students. Given an event log, process discovery techniques aim to construct a process model that provides an abstract representation of the underlying processes (see van der Aalst et al., 2003; van Dongen et al., 2009 for a review on process discovery techniques).

Given the high variability in students’ behaviors, representing all careers would likely lead to chaotic and meaningless models. Therefore, we focus only on the most relevant trends of the process. To this end, we apply the Heuristic Miner algorithm (Weijters et al., 2006), which employs a set of heuristics aimed to filter out less relevant behaviors and reports in the model only the strongest causal dependencies. For our analysis, we used the heuristic miner implementation available in ProM,2 which is an open-source framework for process mining. We refer to Weijters et al. (2006) for a detailed description of Heuristic Miner. Here, we only mention that we use Heuristic Miner in its default settings for what concerns noise thresholds. In our analysis, we exploit the option “All tasks connected” which guarantees that all process activities are shown in the model.

We visualize the models mined by Heuristic Miner using the Causal net (C-net) formalism (van der Aalst et al., 2011). This format is commonly used in process mining to model business processes. We have chosen this formalism since it is tailored to Heuristic Miner results and provides a more compact and simpler representation of the routing logic inferred from Heuristic Miner than the one obtained by using other modeling formalisms (e.g., Petri nets). A C-net is a directed graph,

---

2 https://promtools.org/
where nodes represent activities and arcs represent causal dependencies between activities. Each activity has a set of possible input/output bindings, represented by dots placed on edges, which provide the routing logic of the control flow. More precisely, given an activity \( a \), each output binding of \( a \) represents a set of activities that occurred concurrently after it; similarly, each input binding represents the set of activity/ies that preceded activity \( a \). Multiple bindings on the same edges represent ‘OR’ constructs.

### 3.2.3. Compliance analysis

The last step of our analysis aims to assess to what extent the adherence of students to the manifest of the study program has an impact on their careers (Q3). To this end, we compare the ideal career, represented by the manifesto, against the actual students’ careers.

To assess the degree of compliance of students’ careers with the manifesto, we compute the fitness between the traces representing students’ careers and the process model representing the manifesto. Fitness is a metric widely used in compliance analysis to quantify how much of the behavior observed in the event log is captured by the process model. The fitness value ranges between a minimum of 0 and a maximum of 1. To this end, we employ alignment-based conformance checking (van der Aalst et al., 2012). Conformance checking aims to determine possible mismatches between the observed and the intended process behavior. The notion of alignment provides a robust approach to conformance checking able to pinpoint the causes of nonconformity (see van der Aalst et al., 2012 for a formal definition of alignment). Intuitively, given a trace and a process model, an alignment maps the trace to a complete run of the model. In presence of deviations, some moves in the trace cannot be mimicked by the model or vice versa. Fitness is computed based on the number of deviating moves in the alignment.

We perform the compliance analysis for all enrolled students as well as for the student groups identified by the ministerial indicators, namely students with a successful career and with a late-failure career. The aim is to assess whether adherence to the manifesto has an impact on students’ careers. We apply hypothesis testing to assess the statistical significance of the differences between student groups.

### 4. Results

In this section, we present the result of our analysis of the Bachelor program presented in Section 2.1.

#### 4.1. Delay analysis

Table 3 reports, for each exam, the percentage of students enrolled in a given academic year who managed to take the exam on time (OnTime) and the time (expressed in days) that, on average, students require to pass each exam (AvgTime). For column OnTime, values in bold correspond to exams for which the percentage of students on time was less than 50%. Table 4 and Table 5 report the results for success students and late-failure students, respectively.

We can observe that the performance of students enrolled in 2011 for first-year courses is the same that we observed in Table 2. This was expected since our dataset does not include students enrolled before 2011. However, it is worth noting that there are slight differences concerning the performance in the second year. In particular, the percentage of students on time is lower than the values we observed.

### Table 3

Delay analysis for students from 2011 to 2014. Column Avg Time indicates the number of days that, on average, students required to pass the exam from the end of the semester in which the course is given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1_1</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
<td>181.2</td>
<td>93.3%</td>
<td>137.7</td>
<td>65.1%</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>82.6%</td>
<td>183.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1_1</td>
<td>97.2%</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>96.7%</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>86.4%</td>
<td>188.3</td>
<td>86.4%</td>
<td>175.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1_1</td>
<td>88.9%</td>
<td>128.1</td>
<td>96.7%</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>88.8%</td>
<td>184.4</td>
<td>86.4%</td>
<td>155.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1_2</td>
<td>55.6%</td>
<td>273.0</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>289.5</td>
<td>13.9%</td>
<td>433.5</td>
<td>26.1%</td>
<td>312.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1_2</td>
<td>41.7%</td>
<td>226.7</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
<td>313.7</td>
<td>48.8%</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>82.6%</td>
<td>93.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1_2</td>
<td>86.1%</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>76.7%</td>
<td>146.4</td>
<td>67.4%</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>91.3%</td>
<td>67.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1_2</td>
<td>91.7%</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>93.3%</td>
<td>69.7</td>
<td>67.4%</td>
<td>157.7</td>
<td>91.3%</td>
<td>47.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2_1</td>
<td>94.4%</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>63.3%</td>
<td>257.1</td>
<td>90.7%</td>
<td>122.6</td>
<td>91.3%</td>
<td>62.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2_2</td>
<td>77.8%</td>
<td>200.8</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>289.9</td>
<td>53.5%</td>
<td>306.8</td>
<td>95.6%</td>
<td>98.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2_2</td>
<td>97.2%</td>
<td>87.3</td>
<td>96.7%</td>
<td>121.5</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>145.5</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>134.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2_2</td>
<td>55.6%</td>
<td>179.4</td>
<td>36.7%</td>
<td>289.9</td>
<td>34.9%</td>
<td>281.4</td>
<td>56.5%</td>
<td>136.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J2_2</td>
<td>69.4%</td>
<td>156.8</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>144.9</td>
<td>48.8%</td>
<td>180.3</td>
<td>82.6%</td>
<td>64.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2_2</td>
<td>88.9%</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>86.7%</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>65.1%</td>
<td>149.7</td>
<td>82.6%</td>
<td>69.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4

Delay analysis for success students from 2011 to 2014. Column Avg Time indicates the number of days that, on average, students required to pass the exam from the end of the semester in which the course is given.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1_1</td>
<td>83.3%</td>
<td>181.2</td>
<td>93.3%</td>
<td>137.7</td>
<td>65.1%</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>82.6%</td>
<td>183.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1_1</td>
<td>97.2%</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>96.7%</td>
<td>90.4</td>
<td>86.4%</td>
<td>188.3</td>
<td>86.4%</td>
<td>175.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1_1</td>
<td>88.9%</td>
<td>128.1</td>
<td>96.7%</td>
<td>96.1</td>
<td>88.8%</td>
<td>184.4</td>
<td>86.4%</td>
<td>155.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1_2</td>
<td>55.6%</td>
<td>273.0</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>289.5</td>
<td>13.9%</td>
<td>433.5</td>
<td>26.1%</td>
<td>312.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1_2</td>
<td>41.7%</td>
<td>226.7</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
<td>313.7</td>
<td>48.8%</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>82.6%</td>
<td>93.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1_2</td>
<td>86.1%</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>76.7%</td>
<td>146.4</td>
<td>67.4%</td>
<td>99.1</td>
<td>91.3%</td>
<td>67.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1_2</td>
<td>91.7%</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>93.3%</td>
<td>69.7</td>
<td>67.4%</td>
<td>157.7</td>
<td>91.3%</td>
<td>47.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2_1</td>
<td>94.4%</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>63.3%</td>
<td>257.1</td>
<td>90.7%</td>
<td>122.6</td>
<td>91.3%</td>
<td>62.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G2_2</td>
<td>77.8%</td>
<td>200.8</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>289.9</td>
<td>53.5%</td>
<td>306.8</td>
<td>95.6%</td>
<td>98.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2_2</td>
<td>97.2%</td>
<td>87.3</td>
<td>96.7%</td>
<td>121.5</td>
<td>93%</td>
<td>145.5</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>134.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2_2</td>
<td>55.6%</td>
<td>179.4</td>
<td>36.7%</td>
<td>289.9</td>
<td>34.9%</td>
<td>281.4</td>
<td>56.5%</td>
<td>136.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J2_2</td>
<td>69.4%</td>
<td>156.8</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>144.9</td>
<td>48.8%</td>
<td>180.3</td>
<td>82.6%</td>
<td>64.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2_2</td>
<td>88.9%</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>86.7%</td>
<td>81.1</td>
<td>65.1%</td>
<td>149.7</td>
<td>82.6%</td>
<td>69.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Students from all academic years apparently encountered some challenges in both the first and second years of their studies. Some exams exhibit a low percentage of on-time students for all academic years, i.e. “A1_1”, “A1_2_b”, “C1_2_b”, “G2_1”, “I2_2”, “L2_2” and “M2_2”. These results are in line with those of Table 2; nonetheless, we found two additional exams, i.e. “D1_2” and “F2_1”, that seem to represent a block for students, at least in some academic years, which on the other hand did not exhibit any issue using the exam-based analysis (Table 2).

In general, our analysis shows that the percentage of students who passed their courses on time is much lower than what is shown by the exam-based analysis. For example, the success ratio for “A1_2_b” in Table 2 is always around 30%, while here it is significantly lower, in some years below 10%. Similarly, “C1_2_b” registered a success ratio higher than 60% for the academic year 2013–2014 (Table 2); in contrast, our analysis shows that only 26.24% of the students actually managed to take it on time. The situation is much better for success students, where there are only a few exams that turned out to be a block (i.e., “C1_2_b” and “A1_2_b”) and much worse for late-failure students, whereas, on the contrary, almost all exams were largely taken in delay. It is worth noting that some exams were not taken at all by late-failure students, i.e. “C1_2_b”, “I2_2” and “L2_2”. Finally, we observe that failure students usually took exams with a short delay. However, as discussed in the previous section, this result is mainly due to the low number of students in this group that passed mandatory courses.

### 4.2. Students’ career

We now analyze the typical careers of enrolled students. Table 6 shows the characteristic of the event log used to infer students’ careers. Note that we removed two students from the dataset, one of which belonging to the late-failure group, since these students did not take any mandatory course during their studies.

Figs. 4, 5, and 6 show the models obtained for all three student groups by applying Heuristic Mining, while Fig. 7 shows the graphical notation used to represent XOR-/AND-/OR-splits and joins in causal nets. Fig. 4 shows the model inferred considering all students. This model is characterized by a low degree of structure where exams are mainly represented in parallel with each other. This suggests that it is not possible to determine significantly similar trends in students’ careers. The only trends are that “C1_1” is typically taken before “A1_2_b” and that “G2_1” is often taken before the end of the third semester.

The model for success students (Fig. 5) looks more structured. Usually, these students took at least “A1_1” and “E1_2” by the end of the first year and “G2_1” and “D1_2” by the third semester. Moreover, “C1_1” is typically taken at least before the end of the second year, sometimes (more precisely, in 30% of the cases) together with “B1_1”. Therefore, at least approximately 40% of the exams of the first two years are commonly taken by the end of the second year by this student group. However, we can still observe some exams for which it is not possible to extract a well-defined trend, such as “C1_2_b” and “A1_2_b”.

Finally, the model for late-failure students (Fig. 6) looks as much unstructured as the model for all students. We can observe that the model shows strong relations both between “G2_1” and the end of the third semester and between the end of the second year and “G2_1”, thus suggesting that a notable percentage of late-failure students were able to take this course on time but, at the same time, another relevant percentage postponed it after the second year.

### 4.3. Compliance analysis

An analysis of the adherence of students to the manifesto shows an overall fitness of 61.15%. This low value indicates that many students encountered significant challenges in following the manifesto. This result is consistent with the previous analysis. Fig. 8 shows the distribution of fitness for the entire group of students, failure students, and success students. The distribution for the entire group of students...
Fig. 3. Analysis of the time (expressed in days) between the end of a course and the completion of the corresponding exam. The blue and red horizontal lines indicate a six-month and one-year delay from the end of the course, respectively.

is spread between low-medium values, approximately ranging from 0.5 to 0.7, with a median of 0.59. The maximum value is around 0.9, and only a few outliers turned out to be close to 1. The fitness for the failure group mainly ranges between 0.5 and 0.6, with a median of 0.54 and a maximum value of around 0.69. On the opposite, the distribution of the fitness values from the success group mainly ranges between 0.7 and 0.8, with a median equal to 0.74. The maximum value is 1. The striking difference between the fitness distribution of the
Table 6

Statistics of the event logs of the students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>#Students</th>
<th>#Events</th>
<th>Min. Activities</th>
<th>Max. Activities</th>
<th>Mean. Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>7462</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Success</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>2508</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late failure</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Students’ careers represented as Causal nets.

Fig. 5. Success students’ careers represented as Causal nets.

failure and success groups seems to suggest that indeed success students are characterized by much stricter adherence to the manifesto. To determine whether these differences are significant, we ran a statistical test. In particular, we performed the Wilcoxon–Mann–Whitney two-sample rank-sum test (Kruskal, 1957) since the normality assumptions were not met. The test returned a \( p \)-value of \( 2.2^{−16} \), which confirms that the differences in fitness are actually statistically significant.

4.4. Lesson learned

The results of the analysis presented in this section allowed us to identify points of weakness and helped the university stakeholders define strategies to improve the performance of the course of study. We discussed the courses exhibiting a low percentage of on-time students with students and faculty members to identify possible issues that led to such performance. With professors, we have defined new teaching programs and activated additional class hours in which optional exercises are discussed. In addition, tutors have been identified among final-year students to support freshmen, especially the ones who have difficulties passing the mandatory first-year exams. An interesting finding of our study is that a somehow more structured career is less likely to fail. Hence, we shared this finding with students and suggested to them the best career to follow. In particular, we presented the results of our analysis to students during the Welcome days and explained to them the importance of strictly adhering to a more structured path. It is worth noting that this kind of information was the same information we gave to students every year, explaining to them the importance of following the manifesto. However, we have noticed that seeing results extracted from the actual careers of their peers has greater effectiveness than an abstract explanation from faculty. Indeed, bringing data to students had a strong impact: we analyzed students’ behavior in the following years and we noticed that many of them migrated to the right path. Finally, based on the results of this study and other analyses, we implemented a career monitoring system to identify the weaknesses of the system, evaluate the improvement actions implemented, and support and advise students during their studies. Further studies are needed to evaluate its effectiveness.

5. Related work

Educational Data Mining (EDM) is an emerging discipline that aims to understand and improve students’ learning process (Peña-Ayala, 2014; Romero & Ventura, 2007). Dozens of approaches have been proposed, together with empirical studies to evaluate their effectiveness, to address a plethora of different tasks ranging from the construction of social networks describing students’ interactions in e-learning activities (Dráždilová et al., 2008) to the profiling of students using course evaluation data (Trandafili et al., 2012) and recommendations on the courses to enroll (Aher & Lobo, 2012). EDM approaches usually apply and adapt classic data mining techniques and concepts, such as clustering, classification, and association rules mining, to educational data. Recent surveys on EDM techniques for the prediction of students’
Several features have been tested in literature, including students’ personal characteristics (e.g., gender, age, country), background (e.g., results in high school courses), and academic results (e.g., marks of first-year courses). Many of these studies provide a perspective complementary to the one provided by our analysis, taking into account factors external to the graduation process itself. It is worth noting that even studies centered on the graduation process usually perform a data-oriented analysis, in which students’ behaviors are encoded in terms of features without taking into account the underlying structure of the study program.

In this respect, our work is similar to the one of Campagni et al. (2015), who propose to model and analyze students’ careers. They introduce the notion of ideal career that corresponds to the career of a graduated student who took each exam just after the end of the corresponding course; since some exams might be taken in the same semester, they use an expert to determine the most appropriate orders in which the exams should be taken, thus obtaining a sequence in which each exam is identified by its position. Each student’s career is modeled in terms of a sequence of integers, each corresponding to the position that the exam should have had according to the ideal path. Different metrics are used to measure the distance between each student’s career and the ideal one (e.g., the Bubblesort distance). These measures are used to infer clusters of students with the aim of exploring possible relations between the distance from the ideal path and academic success. They also exploit sequential pattern mining techniques to infer the most common subsequences of exams. Each element of the sequence corresponds either to the exams taken in the same semester or taken with some delay (measured in terms of semesters). Compared to our approach, the work in Campagni et al. (2015) differs from ours both in terms of the specific goals of the study and the adopted methodology. Campagni et al. (2015) group students taking into account their distance from the ideal path to then analyze differences in performance among the derived groups. On the contrary, our study aims to investigate differences in careers among students classified as successful and not successful according to given performance indicators. Furthermore, their approach does not exploit the potentialities of process-based analysis in modeling students’ behaviors. Instead, they apply sequence mining to detect the most frequently followed portions of the actual careers. In contrast, we exploit process formalisms both to model the manifesto of study programs that explicitly accounts for parallelisms, thus allowing us to obtain a more accurate evaluation of the difference between single careers and the ideal path, and to infer start-to-end models representing the overall students’ behaviors. It has also to be noticed that their approach is not suitable to find blocks, which is the focus of our work.

The application of process mining techniques to educational data, referred to as Educational Process Mining (EPM) (Bogarín et al., 2018), is a subject that has been recently gaining increasing interest. EPM has been applied to deal with different educational problems, such as online learning environments (Bogarín et al., 2014; Deeva & De Weerdt, 2019; Mukala et al., 2015; Real et al., 2021; Vidal et al., 2016), computer-aided online assessments (Bala et al., 2023), computer-supported collaborative learning tools (Bergenthal et al., 2012; Reimann et al., 2009), professional training (Bergenthal et al., 2008; Cairns et al., 2015). However, only a few works investigated the applications of EPM to curriculum mining. Trcka and Pechenizkiy (2009) propose a set of patterns modeling typical constraints of academic curricula and use these patterns to analyze the graduation process (e.g., whether students’ behaviors fit those patterns). Our analysis presents some similarities with this approach; we also exploit a reference model modeling the study program to assess the compliance of students’ careers. However, we infer models representing students’ careers and perform an analysis of students’ delays, which are neglected in Trcka and Pechenizkiy (2009). Azeta et al. (2022) apply process mining techniques to analyze event log data generated within educational information systems, with the purpose of understanding performance can be found in dos Santos García et al. (2019), Xiao et al. (2022).

Our work is mainly related to EDM approaches that analyze students’ academic performance and their failure. A popular trend in this respect consists in modeling students according to predefined features and applying machine learning to predict student’s performance (Dekker et al., 2009; Gowda et al., 2011; Guruler et al., 2010; Herzog, 2005; Lassibille & Navarro Gómez, 2008; Romero et al., 2008). Feature selection, i.e., determining which features are likely to have an impact on students’ performance is a crucial phase for those studies.
students’ behavior during online learning. The work differs from ours in two main ways: (i) it is based on the concept of digital twin for the representation of students’ activities and (ii) its focus is on the single course while our work focuses on the entire career.

To the best of our knowledge, only a few works consider the entire students’ career. Priyambada et al. (2021) focus on changes in students’ learning behaviors over time. For each semester, they extract a student profile describing the number of exams given at the right moment, anticipated, postponed, and repeated, together with performance indicators such as the grade average. These profiles are then used to cluster students, and cluster evolution analysis techniques are employed to detect changes in cluster characteristics over time. The output of this study is complementary to ours, which instead aims to extract a process model describing the orders with which students took the curricula exams. Salazar-Fernandez et al. (2021) propose to model students’ trajectories as sequences of backpacks, i.e., sequences of failed exams that the students have to retake. Directly Follows Graphs are used as modeling formalism, where each node represents the set of failed exams and edges are used to denote transitions from one backpack to the other. Our study employs a different perspective as we focus on passed exams. The study from Hobbeck et al. (2023) presents some similarities to ours since they investigate how to apply the P^2M methodology to understand students’ path and analyze their conformance to the suggested path adopting a process perspective. However, they do not make a distinction between successful or late students, and they do not focus on analyzing bottlenecks in the study program. Cameranesi et al. (2017) apply process discovery techniques to curriculum event logs with the purpose of characterizing behaviors of students that performed best/worst in terms of years required to complete the graduation process and final grade. In this work, we shift the focus to classes of students defined according to the indicators defined by the Italian Minister of Education. Moreover, we investigate students’ compliance with the manifesto and the students’ delays in taking their exams.

6. Conclusions and future work

In this work, we investigated students’ careers in a Bachelor program at an Italian university to determine common bottlenecks and potential causes of delays in students’ graduations. We applied process mining techniques, in particular process discovery and compliance analysis techniques, to extract and compare the careers of successful and late students. Our analysis allows us to determine common bottlenecks that seem to have an impact on students’ graduation time. Moreover, we were able to determine the curriculum path distinguishing successful and late students. The insights gathered by this analysis can be used to support university personnel in delving into factors causing some exams to be a bottleneck, as well as to determine potential improvements in the courses and, eventually, in the overall curricula. Our results provide evidence-based observations that can be used by university stakeholders to provide recommendations to students on how to schedule their exams to avoid incurring delays. In fact, such results allowed us to identify points of weakness and helped the university to define strategies to improve the performance of the course of study. In particular, we have defined new teaching programs and activated additional class hours for optional exercises. In addition, tutors have been identified among final-year students to support freshmen, especially students who have difficulties passing the mandatory first-year exams. An interesting finding is that a somehow more structured career is less likely to fail. Hence, we shared this finding with students to suggest to them the best career to follow. We analyzed students’ behavior in the following years and we noticed that many of them migrated to the right path. Finally, based on the results of this study and other analyses, we implemented a career monitoring system to identify the weaknesses of the system, evaluate the improvement actions implemented, support and advise students during their studies. In future work, we plan to extend the analysis to consider additional elements that can provide us with a better understanding of how and when students prepare themselves for exams. This can be achieved, for example, by keeping into account how many times a student enrolled himself for an exam and analyzing whether the enrollment occurs to the first available window or later. Taking the number of attempts into account can also provide additional insights into the degree of difficulty of a given exam, as well as providing information on whether the students mostly have to retake exams that they fail or are more interested in improving their results. Another interesting research direction is represented by the separate study of the stumbling blocks in first-year versus second-year cohorts. In fact, first-year students often face different and non-academic stumbling blocks (e.g., anxiety as a result of new work schedules and places). In that case, the actual constraints are not programmatic and technical, but rather economic, social, environmental, and psychological.
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